
Welcome Comment 

Good morning everyone!  

I hope you have all had a good week and are getting on ok with the tasks that I have set. 

Thank you for the work you have sent me, and I hope that you are enjoying our book, 

Holes, so far!  

Keep up the good work, stay active, and do your best! Miss McGowan ☺  

English Task 

Continuing with our focus on chapters 4 – 6 today, I would like for you to imagine that you 

are Stanley. You are going to write a diary entry in role as Stanley, reflecting on your 

introduction to Camp Green Lake.  

You need to think about your journey to Camp Green Lake, the accommodation, food 

and the people you meet. You also need to consider what you (Stanley) thought Camp 

Green Lake was going to like before you got there. Does it live up to your expectations? 

Remember, this is a Year 5 piece of writing. Make sure that it shows off your true ability! 

Maths Task 

We are carrying on with our work on decimal numbers, today concentrating on 

subtracting decimals with a different number of decimal places. Just like yesterday, you 

need to make sure that when using the written column method, you line up your digits 

and decimal points accurately, putting in place holding zeros when and where they are 

needed. Questions 1 – 4 - you will need to use your written method. Qs 5 and 6, you will 

need to read the question carefully and then use your written method to solve it. 

Questions 7 and 8 are our challenge questions today and they are tricky! As always, have 

a go, but if you find them difficult, don’t stress – you have had a go! ☺  

Foundation Subject Task: Art Last week, your artwork was totally brilliant, well done! We 

will stick with our natural material theme. Today we will be making a stick man 😊. You 

can collect the things you need either from your garden or when you are out for a family 

walk. You will need: 

Some sticks or twigs (of different sizes), leaves, string, 

pipe cleaners, old elastic bands (or 

whatever you have to tie the sticks together),                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

eyes (you can always draw them). 

Fancy a challenge? Make a whole stick family! 

Most importantly- have fun and enjoy being creative 

We can’t wait to see them! ☺  

 

 
Any Further Guidance 

You continue to do yourselves (and me) proud Year 5! It is so lovely to hear from 

you all and to see all of the extra things that you are getting up to (lots of baking, 

gardening, bike rides – so much!) along with your schoolwork.  

Please remember that if you haven’t emailed me yet this week, to send me a 

message and let me know how you’re getting on.  

Keep up the fab work, Miss McGowan ☺  
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